As Berlin fell and German troops deserted their posts, Adolf Hitler lamented on April 27, 1945, that “300 Frenchmen still have to help defend the Reich capital.”¹ Far from unique, the soldiers of the 33rd Grenadier Division SS-Charlemagne were among hundreds of thousands of foreigners still serving in the German military at the end of World War II. Strikingly, most other combatants had similarly recruited tens and hundreds of thousands of foreigners to wage offensives, repel invasions, and sustain the war. Such practices are far from rare. My research shows that from 1815 to 2020, ninety-one states have implemented more than two hundred such policies to enlist soldiers whom I refer to as “legionnaires”—foreigners who are neither citizens nor subjects of the state whose military they serve.² Why do states begin or expand policies to recruit these troops?³

Conventional wisdom maintains that modern states prefer to staff their militaries with their own citizens (or, in the days of empire, imperial subjects), viewing them as uniquely effective and loyal soldiers.⁴ After the French
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³. This article uses the terms “enlist,” “recruit,” and “mobilize” interchangeably, always referring to the incorporation of new individuals into a state’s military and uniformed services. It uses the term “foreigner” always referring to individuals who adhere to the definition of legionnaire.
Revolution, states increasingly ceased to recruit foreigners. But as Hitler’s lament underscores, and a wealth of evidence demonstrates, the conventional wisdom is mistaken. For two centuries, legionnaires have been a recurrent feature of modern militaries and conflicts globally. Moreover, legionnaires, and the states that recruit them, have significant contemporary relevance. As of 2021, thirty-one governments maintain legionnaire-recruitment policies, with India, Iran, Russia, and the United States among the states using legionnaires to guard borders, intervene abroad, or suppress dissent.5

Unlike mercenaries or contractors, who fight outside a state’s military, legionnaires are members of its armed forces. They are a regular tool of modern warfare and have been mobilized by states of every regime type, population size, and colonial experience. Their recruitment demonstrates that states do not view military manpower in autarkic terms; instead, they routinely reach beyond their citizenries to buttress their military capabilities.

This article advances a supply-and-demand argument to explain why states begin or expand their recruitment of legionnaires, arguing that this choice is a function of political constraints on a government’s ability to recruit domestically and its perceptions of external territorial threats. The dependent variable concerns whether or not states choose to supplement their citizen soldiery with foreign recruits. Specifically, I consider new legionnaire recruitment as having occurred when states initiate policies to enlist foreigners where no such policies previously existed, or when they expand an existing policy to recruit individuals from groups that had been previously excluded from legionnaire enlistment efforts.

The argument’s supply-side variable concerns how easily a government judges that it can safely recruit its citizens. Although governments have vast legal and practical abilities to draw on their populations for soldiers, doing so can present political costs. I argue that four factors can amplify those costs to the degree that governments perceive additional citizen recruitment as presenting intolerable dangers: a proximate political threat from within the regime; a threat external to the regime but internal to the state; a risk resulting from salient ethnic or religious cleavages; or anticipated labor trade-offs from
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mobilizing civilian workers into military service. In the presence of one or more of these factors, governments may lack the political leeway to sufficiently expand their soldiery using citizens alone.

The argument’s demand-side variable concerns the acuteness of the external territorial threats that a state perceives. When states view themselves as increasingly endangered, they seek more combat troops to ensure their security and territorial integrity, moving to close the gap between the soldiers they have and those they need. States can thus find themselves caught between competing imperatives: territorial threats that demand they raise more troops and domestic contexts that makes securing sufficient citizen-soldiers perilous. Because states cannot hold one source of danger constant, setting it aside to focus exclusively on the other, they must find policies that satisfy both imperatives at once. States recruit legionnaires for just this purpose—to close the gap between the combat troops they require and the citizen-soldiers they believe they can safely mobilize.

Legionnaires present a paradox for existing scholarship, which views citizens as a modern state’s preferred source of recruits. In this narrative, the massive scale of citizen enlistment achieved in post-Revolutionary France meant that the demands of international competition drove other states globally to replicate this model. Such a force, motivated by patriotism and nationalism, would be uniquely positioned to fight effectively and reliably, even in the harshest combat conditions. Over time, governments ceased to tolerate the risks that foreign mercenaries presented, viewing their financial motivation, lack of ties to the state’s cause, and position outside its institutions as rendering them a threat to the “idea that states ought to have a monopoly on . . . force.” So complete was this transformation that, as Janice Thomson explains, the modern army “is composed solely of citizen-soldiers and officers.”

To be sure, scholars have not neglected the role of foreigners in modern war. A robust literature has examined how terrorists and insurgents recruit foreigners and why foreigners participate in conflicts abroad. Scholars also have ex-
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amined states’ foreign recruitment practices historically, with a particular focus on the military recruitment of slaves in the Ottoman Empire and the Islamic world. Research on how states manage diversity in their militaries also has looked at states’ use of foreign recruits, albeit not as a primary focus. Still, much remains to be explained.

Two studies have examined discrete periods of states’ foreign recruitment, which, together, posit four explanations for this practice that present alternatives to my argument. First, Thomson identified eighteen twentieth-century cases in which governments recruited foreigners into standing armies. She attributes the majority of these cases “to only two factors—an imperial legacy or a temporary manpower shortage,” while asserting that, in another nine cases of ad hoc enlistment, foreigners were “recruited for their special expertise.” Second, Kolby Hanson and Erik Lin-Greenberg identified twenty-three states that recruited foreigners in this century and offered three explanations for the states’ policies: acquiring specialized skills, affirming international bonds, or importing military labor. In this last category, “states have simply too small a domestic population to fill security force ranks,” or they have sufficiently large populations but enlist foreigners to minimize citizen losses. Neither study, however, offers a comprehensive review of the practice or a complete explanation for why states recruit foreigners.

This article’s study of legionnaire recruitment and why states pursue it makes three contributions to scholarship and policy. First, the article aims to overturn a conventional wisdom about what modern militaries look like. Scholarship has posited and accepted narratives on the development of mod-


15. Ibid., pp. 307–308.
ern armies, who staffs them, and how those militaries are used, without the benefit of comprehensive data about how prevalent legionnaire-enlistment policies have been. Absent these data, scholarly understanding of military manpower policies has been incomplete and inaccurate. If this conventional wisdom is mistaken, scholars must reexamine whether research on topics such as conflict initiation and military effectiveness has internalized this flawed premise.

Second, military manpower is a foundational component of national power more broadly, even in the most technologically advanced armies. Because states often reach beyond their citizenries to secure an essential military resource—combat personnel—legionnaires demonstrate how frequently a central component of national military power is, in fact, international. For states willing to transgress norms that armies should comprise only citizens, legionnaires enable governments to expand the pool of soldiers they can mobilize in pursuit of their national interests. The article thus adds to debates about how states balance among the competing demands of international norms, material considerations, and security policy.16

Third, my argument provides new insights into the role of identity and war. In recruiting legionnaires, states forgo the combat advantages that a citizen-soldier’s identity and national loyalty are supposed to provide. The recruitment of legionnaires shows how a state’s desire for those advantages is not absolute, but rather highly conditional. When national security or survival is at risk, states view manpower in increasingly utilitarian terms: they seek the numbers and the skill sets that they need, while the importance of a recruit’s identity diminishes. Moreover, in certain situations, citizens may not even be a state’s preferred recruits. Scholarship has already explored how governments that view their citizens as threats change their battlefield tactics and military organizational practices to manage these risks, even to the point of sacrificing effectiveness.17 In recruiting legionnaires, governments have found ways to mitigate or even avoid this trade-off.

The remainder of this article unfolds as follows. After further discussion


of my definition of legionnaires, I present a theory that explains why governments initiate or expand their recruitment of these troops. After outlining my research design, I test my argument against three types of evidence. First, I present the findings of an original, large-N dataset of legionnaire recruitment from 1815 to 2020. Second, I conduct congruence tests across World War II participants, uncovering additional support for my claims. Finally, I use process tracing to test my theory against a hard case for my argument—Nazi Germany. After examining alternative arguments, I summarize my findings and outline my theory’s theoretical and policy implications.

Legionnaires: Foreign Recruits in National Armies

As stated earlier, legionnaires are uniformed personnel who serve in a state’s armed forces, but who—at the time of their service—are neither citizens of that state nor, in the days of empire, subjects of the government in whose military they serve. Legionnaires’ core attributes are linked to their identity and organizational membership; recruits may come from abroad, or they may already reside in the polity whose military they later join. Fundamentally, legionnaires lack the attribute that governments normally use to delineate between “us” and “them”—citizenship. In the days of empire, governments also distinguished between noncitizens with whom they shared an identity and over whom they had control (i.e., colonial or imperial subjects) and other noncitizens. Although legionnaires lack these links, as members of a state’s armed forces, in organizational terms, they are identical to its citizen and/or imperial troops.

How do legionnaires differ from other foreign military personnel? Unlike allied soldiers or foreign advisers, legionnaires serve only one chain of command—that of the state whose military they join. Conversely, allies rarely if ever relinquish command and control over their troops, meaning “forces participating in a multinational operation will always have at least two distinct chains of command: a national chain of command and a multinational chain of command.” Allied troops and advisers are always members of their home military and under the control of their home government; legionnaires have no

18. Colonial and imperial troops are, therefore, not legionnaires.
such tether to their states of origin. But if competing chains of command distinguish legionnaires from allies, what differentiates them from contractors or mercenaries? Legionnaires are members of a state’s security apparatus; mercenaries and contractors operate outside its institutions.20 As the U.S. military explains regarding the disconnect that this organizational arrangement causes, the “management of contractor activities is accomplished through the . . . contracting organization, not the chain of command. Commanders do not have direct control over contractors.”21

One attribute of my definition of legionnaires bears elaboration: it is agnostic on how foreigners enter military service, applying equally to foreigners who volunteer and those whom states conscript. This choice makes sense for two reasons. For one, it is consistent with states’ historical practices. To states that have recruited legionnaires, how these soldiers entered service was neither of primary importance nor a distinction that fundamentally differentiated one foreign recruit from another. This view likely arises from the historical prevalence of conscription to recruit citizens—presenting a second rationale. Whether a citizen volunteers or is drafted certainly affects a range of details, and states could understandably view volunteers as more committed than conscripts. Nonetheless, conceptually, whether a citizen enlists willingly or is drafted does not make them a different creature. From the perspective of the government, both volunteers and conscripts are soldiers—an assertion as true for citizen-troops as it is for legionnaires. Having elaborated on definitions, this study turns to explaining why states recruit these individuals.

Theory of Perceived Vulnerability and Legionnaire Recruitment

I argue that policies to recruit combat troops are a function of how a state perceives its vulnerability to defeat in war. This perception is shaped by two variables that together affect a state’s demand for combat power and its ability to mobilize its citizenry for troops: the severity of external territorial threats the state identifies and the domestic political constraints that limit its willingness to marshal citizens into service. Because states always have citizens in their militaries, the theory’s dependent variable is the decision by states to implement a new legionnaire recruitment policy, which occurs either when states

20. The term “mercenary” (or “contractor”) applies equally for citizens and noncitizens, provided that they fit this description.
institute measures to enlist foreigners where no such measures previously existed, or when they revise and expand the parameters of an existing policy to mobilize foreigners previously excluded from recruitment. As the severity of external threats, domestic constraints, or both increases, the probability that states will implement new legionnaire recruitment policies rises (see table 1).

Based on different variable values, two mechanisms can spark new legionnaire recruitment. The first mechanism is a substitution effect: as a government perceives that drawing further troops from the citizenry presents untenable political risks, but that it needs more soldiers to fend off a territorial threat, legionnaires become a politically cost-effective and desirable alternative to citizen enlistees. Here, the state uses legionnaire recruits to close the gap between the troops it needs and the citizen-soldiers it believes it can mobilize without creating political risks at home. Alternatively, a second mechanism can emerge when a government’s demand for combat troops becomes inelastic. In cases where a state perceives threats to its very survival, the government begins or expands its recruitment of legionnaires because it is willing to pay any political price for more troops. Here, the state uses foreigners as part of a strategy to maximize the military manpower, citizen and legionnaire alike, that it can deploy to the nation’s defense.

My argument is limited in three respects. First, it explains why states initiate policies to recruit legionnaires, not why states terminate them. Second, it pertains to proactive legionnaire recruitment: when a state uses inducements to entice foreign volunteers, or uses force to conscript foreigners who are already within its borders, or both. The argument does not apply to situations in which states simply remove a barrier to foreigners’ ability to serve, but take no further action. Third, it does not explain states’ efforts to mobilize other forms of foreign manpower, such as allies or mercenaries.

22. Throughout this article, I use the phrase “new legionnaire recruitment” and similar formulations as shorthand to refer to these values of the dependent variable.
23. Given these dynamics, my theory anticipates that states with an inelastic demand for manpower also would expand their recruitment of citizens for soldiers.
TRADE-OFFS ASSOCIATED WITH LEGIONNAIRE RECRUITMENT

Manpower considerations are a linchpin of a state’s national security policy. Having enough soldiers—with the desired skills—at a bearable financial and sociopolitical cost is the starting point for a state’s military planning, choice of tactics, and preparation for and selection into war. How do legionnaires affect this calculus, and what are their potential dangers and benefits?

The recruitment of legionnaires can carry risks. By definition, legionnaires lack preexisting ties to the states whose militaries they join. Inculcated with different social experiences and norms, they could be a jarring addition to the ranks—particularly when recruited in large numbers. Governments, then, must gauge whether legionnaires could present discipline or cohesion problems. If insufficiently vetted or managed, they could even pose security risks. Recruiting legionnaires also could create reputational costs. Domestic opponents could point to legionnaire recruitment as evidence that the government had lost confidence in its own citizenry. It also could send ambiguous signals internationally. Would rivals interpret legionnaire recruitment as an indicator of an enemy’s military decline or even as a signal of hostile intent?

Nonetheless, recruiting legionnaires can have undeniable advantages compared to relying on citizens alone. If Otto von Clausewitz’s boast that the levée en masse brought “the full weight of the nation” to bear in war is true, then states that recruit legionnaires can surpass even that formidable threshold.24 For governments that have mobilized tens or hundreds of thousands of legionnaires in their states’ darkest hours, foreign recruits can provide a desperately needed boost, enabling these states to escape defeat or shift the trajectory of a conflict. By answering the military’s need for sheer numbers, legionnaires can help states sidestep some of the long-term economic or political ramifications associated with imposing or expanding a citizen draft.25 In other cases, legionnaires provide an expedited source of battle-tested or skilled soldiers.

Legionnaires also can have advantages relative to other types of foreign support. When governments seek aid from allies, receiving that help is by no means certain. Conversely, states can recruit legionnaires at any time and without outside consent. Legionnaires thus provide states an opportunity to

acquire international aid, even when their allies’ formal assistance or intervention is not forthcoming. From the perspective of the recruiting states, legionnaires have other advantages over allies and contractors: the states that recruit them retain direct control through their own chains of command. These trade-offs only elevate the importance of understanding why states decide to recruit foreigners into service.

**Supply Dynamics: Political Constraints on Recruiting at Home**

The first variable in my theory concerns the supply-side calculus of a state’s recruitment efforts and the ease with which a government can draw on its domestic manpower supply—the citizenry—to meet its need for soldiers. Although states have vast legal and practical abilities to use their citizenries to staff their militaries, doing so can incur political costs and risks. In my argument, four factors can amplify these political costs and risks to the degree that governments view their abilities to sufficiently staff their militaries with citizens as constrained: (1) a proximate political threat from within the regime; (2) a threat external to the regime but internal to the state; (3) blowback resulting from salient ethnic or religious cleavages; or (4) labor trade-offs from putting citizen workers into uniform.

This supply-side variable can assume one of three values depending on how many of the factors described above a government faces at a given time. When none is present, the government has low constraints in being able to enlist soldiers from within the population—it has the widest political latitude for recruiting from the citizenry. When one of these factors is present, the government is moderately constrained. It has far less political leeway for enlisting citizens. Governments are highly constrained when two or more of these factors are present at the same time. In these situations, citizen enlistment can present a veritable political and security minefield. How could any of these factors convince governments that they face risks by putting more citizens into uniform?

**Internal Regime Threats.** Fears of threats from within the regime can dampen a government’s desire to enlist citizens if its leader believes that doing so risks empowering a rival. When leaders preside over regimes composed of a diverse set of political actors, insiders may maintain independent networks of support across the citizenry, and, by extension, among would-be recruits. Leaders who fear a proximate rival must therefore consider to whom each ad-
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ditional citizen-recruit is loyal—the existing regime or the potential challenger. By recruiting citizens of suspect elite allegiance, leaders must ask whether their rivals could use citizen enlistees to mount a military-backed bid for power.  

EXTERNAL (DOMESTIC) REGIME THREATS. Fears of a threat external to the regime but internal to the state—such as fears of an insurgency or a mass protest movement—also can constrain a government’s desire to recruit citizens. If such a threat were to unfold, there could be practical obstacles to mobilizing new citizen recruits. For example, if the regime’s opponents control territory, the recruiting apparatus may not be able to physically access citizens to enlist. But even without a manifest internal crisis—for example, years after a civil war or an insurgency ends—governments may not have fully reestablished an administrative or a military presence in formerly rebel-held areas. Governments also could face informational problems about which recruits are loyal, particularly if acute political or economic grievances among the population are unresolved. With suspicions about potential citizen-recruits, governments must consider whether new enlistees could be unenthusiastic and poorly execute their military duties, thereby diminishing military effectiveness. Governments may even fear that citizen-recruits could present tangible dangers, such as by seeking to mount insider attacks or by acquiring training for later use against the regime.

SALIENT SECTARIAN CLEAVAGES. When leaders use ethnic or religious identity to distribute political power, recruitment is unavoidably politicized. In countries ruled by a sectarian minority, and where such cleavages lead to the repression of segments of the population, citizen recruitment can be hazardous for two reasons. First, the government may fear that arming and training citizens from marginalized constituencies could present problems in the future, including the possibility that they might one day be on opposite sides in a domestic conflict. This danger can be particularly acute when security institutions reproduce the repression that citizens from marginalized groups experience in civilian life. Conversely, simply overstaffing a military with a leader’s coethnics or coreligionists presents its own risks. If the leader enlist too many of his supporters, he may shift the burdens of combat and casualties onto his

constituents, thereby risking their continued backing or even causing a political rupture.

**Labor trade-offs.** When a state experiences full employment or a rising demand for matériel, whether in anticipation of a conflict or during one, the government must consider how every citizen is used. Is he better employed in industry or on the front lines? If fielded in battle, the government gains a soldier; but if that citizen-recruit is taken from a factory, the government is simply exchanging one kind of shortage for another. When critical production requires technical skills, governments may have even less flexibility and exempt a portion of the citizen labor force from military service. In total wars, these trade-offs can be particularly salient given the sheer scope of states’ matériel needs.

The constraints that limit the leeway that a government perceives it has in mobilizing its citizenry—whether from fears of internal regime threats, external regime threats, sectarian cleavages, or labor trade-offs—help shape the supply-side of a government’s manpower calculus. Depending on how many factors the government confronts, it will experience low, moderate, or high constraints in mobilizing citizens for military service. Governments that experience higher levels of constraint believe that expanding citizen enlistment will present greater political and even security risks. When the feared political price makes this manpower option prohibitively costly, governments are likely to view legionnaires as a desirable substitute.

**Demand dynamics: severity of external territorial threats**

The second variable in my theory arises from the degree of territorial threat that a state perceives it is facing externally. This demand-side variable comprises two elements: the kind of military threat that a state believes it is confronting, and its severity. In my theory, territorial concerns are the primary focus and serve as the lens through which a country conceives of its external environment: national (or imperial) boundaries—their expansion, contraction, and integrity—are the priority.

External territorial threats can assume a value of low severity, high severity, or existential severity at a given time. Conceptually, I define a state as perceiving a low territorial threat when it is not actively engaged in conventional hos-
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tilities with an external foe and does not anticipate a near-term outbreak, or when it is actively engaged in hostilities but assesses that it is reliably winning battlefield engagements. When states enjoy peace and anticipate its continuation, there is little or no need to expand the soldiery; they may even shrink their ranks. For states that are at war, but view themselves as being successful, the quality and quantity of the existing combat cadre seems equal to the task. There is little or no excess demand for troops.

Conversely, states that perceive a high territorial threat are actively engaged in hostilities and view their battlefield situation with a degree of pessimism about their security or a conflict’s trajectory. In this context, government officials evidence a growing sense of urgency, even panic, to shift their state’s fortunes. States that perceive high threats externally experience sustained and recurrent losses, and they fear that the trajectory of battlefield engagements, and even the entire conflict, favors the enemy. The state’s existing soldiery has been unable, whether because of a lack of skill or numbers, to shift the tide of the war in its favor.

Finally, some states consider themselves to be existentially threatened. Whereas a state that perceives a high external threat fears a military loss—even a severe one—there is no doubt that the polity itself will endure. But for a state that senses an existential threat, war is a matter of survival. The near-term prospect of annexation, conquest, invasion, or some combination thereof raises doubts about whether the country will continue to exist as an independent entity or whether critical terrain—for national defense, the functioning of the national economy, or both—will be cleaved away by a rival.

As the severity of external territorial threats increases and exceeds a state’s ability to answer its demand for combat power using its existing soldiery, the government will pursue strategies to close the gap between the troops it has and the troops it needs. All else being equal, the more severe the external territorial threat is, the more likely it is that the state will recruit legionnaires.30 This dynamic can be compounded if legionnaires are poor fighters or are used in casualty-intensive operations. In these cases, a perverse feedback loop can emerge, as new legionnaire recruits become new personnel losses alarming the state’s leaders. However, whereas some legionnaires can be poor fighters or be used as cannon-fodder, others—for example, the United Arab Emirates’ U.S.- and Australian-staffed presidential guard—are elite soldiers who match or exceed the capabilities of their citizen peers.

30. Depending on the value of the domestic variable I identify, progressively higher threat perceptions also can spur greater citizen enlistment, even as new legionnaire policies emerge.
Can these demand dynamics exist in internal conflicts? Would states ever begin or expand legionnaire recruitment in the absence of an external foe? The article thus far has discussed government fears of internal regime threats, external regime threats, sectarian divides, and labor trade-offs as constraints on a state’s appetite to enlist citizens. In some circumstances, however, these threats also can amplify a state’s need for combat troops. For example, if a separatist insurgency attacked a capital, the government would conceivably respond by deploying troops or even expanding the military should a wider conflict begin. In cases where any of the four factors that my argument treats as supply constraints leads to a domestic military conflict—thereby creating a demand for combat power—recruitment will occur in a way similar to when external territorial threats spark a state’s need for combat troops. That is, as military losses mean a government’s need for troops exceeds its existing supply of soldiers, and legionnaire recruitment becomes more likely.

For governments that recruit legionnaires to fight internal conflicts, questions about endogeneity inevitably arise; however, it bears emphasizing that the supply-side factors that can curtail a government’s domestic recruitment do not always result in a demand for more troops. My theory’s supply-side variable affects a state’s recruitment policies via the political risk that a government anticipates will result from citizen enlistment when internal regime threats, external regime threats, sectarian cleavages, or labor trade-offs are present. Put differently, the imagined or anticipated consequences of citizen recruitment constrain the government’s flexibility and desire to enlist soldiers from the state’s own population. Only if, for example, a feared coup risk becomes an actual coup attempt could the state’s demand for added combat troops be created, as previously described.

**Empirical Expectations**

States can find themselves caught between competing imperatives: a territorial threat that requires them to raise more troops and a domestic context that makes mobilizing sufficient numbers of citizen soldiers politically fraught. Yet, states cannot hold one source of danger constant, setting domestic concerns aside to focus exclusively on external threats, or vice versa. They must find policies that satisfy both imperatives simultaneously; recruiting legionnaires allows states to fill the gap between the soldiers they need and the citizen-troops they believe can safely mobilize.

Conceptually, legionnaire recruitment enables omnibalancing. In selecting
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among options for recruiting more soldiers, states choose policies that allow
them to balance simultaneously among competing internal and external dan-
gers. In my theory, governments continue to recruit citizens as long as doing so
does not create acute political risks. When the domestic factors that I have de-
scribed convince governments that expanded citizen recruitment poses unten-
able dangers, they are more likely to recruit legionnaires, viewing them as
politically cost-effective substitutes. On the demand side, escalating levels of
external territorial threat create imperatives to expand the soldiery. When
states experience major personnel and territorial losses—and particularly
when they perceive a threat to their survival—they make a pragmatic decision
to use legionnaires to address their combat needs.

How do legionnaires sidestep the political risks that labor trade-offs, sectar-
ian cleavages, and external or internal regime threats create for citizen recruit-
ment? For governments facing labor trade-offs, legionnaires help keep citizens
on the production line without leaving the military short on personnel or sup-
plies. For leaders fearful of exacerbating sectarian cleavages, recruiting legion-
naires avoids the risk of enlisting members from suspect citizen communities
who may have grievances with the government. Leaders fearful of threats
external to the regime but internal to the state, as with an insurgency, derive
these same benefits with legionnaires. For leaders fearful of threats from
within the regime, legionnaires help them avoid recruiting citizens who could
be loyal to political rivals.

On the demand side, legionnaires assist states in fulfilling their growing
need for combat personnel. They offer a flexible option for governments seek-
ing to respond to battlefield dynamics without upsetting a delicate political
balance at home. When states are fighting for survival, their demand for man-
power grows to the point of becoming inelastic—they become willing to pay
any political price for more combat power. In practical terms, states will try to
maximize the quantity of soldiers they can field to the country’s defense. An
existential threat thus spurs states to surge all available manpower sources
into the war effort. Although the government may still face fears of internal re-
gime threat, external regime threat, or other domestic factors that previously
limited citizen-enlistment, these issues cease to constrain citizen or legionnaire
recruitment—assuring that the state’s survival overrides all other concerns.

As outlined in table 1, growing levels of external threats, domestic con-
straints, or both, increase the likelihood that states will implement new mea-

sures to recruit legionnaires or to expand existing foreign recruitment policies. When states perceive a low external threat and no political constraints on recruiting at home, new or expanded legionnaire recruitment is unlikely. Without a need to expand the soldiery, and absent the domestic circumstances that could make citizen recruitment especially risky, states will mobilize individuals they have readiest access to—citizens.

When states face low threats abroad but moderate constraints at home, or high territorial threats but low barriers to recruiting domestically, legionnaire recruitment is somewhat likely. It is by no means certain, however, and this recruitment choice is far less likely relative to other combinations of higher variable values. Whether governments ultimately decide to recruit legionnaires can depend on subtle factors within the state’s specific context. A state facing high threats but low constraints may recruit legionnaires if it judges that rates of attrition are outpacing its ready ability to put sufficient numbers of citizens into uniform. In such contexts, states may view legionnaires more as a practical option than as a political hedge—that is, as personnel who can be swiftly surged to the front. Conversely, these same states could eschew legionnaire recruitment entirely, particularly if they have massive citizenries that have not been mobilized or efficient enlistment mechanisms.

States that encounter low threats abroad but moderate constraints at home are similarly somewhat likely to recruit legionnaires. Such governments could believe that they enjoy a stable peace or that their wars are going well, but nonetheless fear that the domestic issue constraining citizen recruitment is so politically threatening that they enlist legionnaires to avoid upsetting the balance at home. A decision to recruit legionnaires could be especially appealing if the same state’s ongoing combat operations, though successful, unexpectedly expand in scope, as with the opening of a new front in the war.

Still, other variable combinations increase the probability of legionnaire recruitment. When states face low threats abroad but high constraints at home, legionnaire recruitment becomes very likely. In this combination of variable values, the stakes of expanded citizen enlistment are so perilous that governments turn to legionnaires to avoid disrupting the delicate political balance they must maintain at home. In this context, recruiting legionnaires also can serve as a hedge for a future spike in demand; enlisting foreigners expands the number of combat personnel available for mobilization should violence flare at home or abroad.

Greater levels of external threats may increase the likelihood of new or expanded legionnaire recruitment. States that face high external threats, even if they are dealing with only moderate domestic constraints, are likely to begin
or expand the enlistment of legionnaires in response to combat troop and territorial losses. Doing so enables them to avoid implementing expansive citizen enlistment measures that could create political risk. In cases where a government confronts both high threats abroad and high constraints in its ability to recruit domestically, legionnaire recruitment becomes very likely. The degree and immediacy of the need for troops, coupled with the severe obstacles that bedevil citizen enlistment, make legionnaires an especially attractive option. In the rare case of a state perceiving a threat to its very existence, the recruitment of legionnaires is highly likely. The imperative to ensure the country’s survival likewise overrides any constraints on recruiting domestically that may have previously curtailed mobilization efforts.

**Research Design**

I evaluate three types of evidence to gauge support for my argument. First, I review trends from a large-N dataset on legionnaire recruitment, outlining initial findings consistent with elements of my theory and inconsistent with alternatives. Second, given the importance of perceptions in my argument, a large-N analysis alone is insufficient to evaluate the causal processes I posit. I therefore use congruence tests to sketch recruitment policies across World War II combatants—a small-N approach that suggests further support for my argument and illustrates its applicability across a single conflict. Third, I test my theory employing before-after design and process tracing across a wartime case—Nazi Germany. Using a single detailed case study has a key drawback: it allows me to illustrate how only one of the four domestic factors that I argue can limit citizen recruiting (in Germany’s case, labor trade-offs) spurs legionnaire enlistment. Nonetheless, it permits a thorough test of the causal processes that underpin my theory and alternatives. And although Germany represents a single case, it contains multiple recruitment policy observations, enabling within-case tests of my argument. The German case therefore allows me to examine the strength of my argument across all levels of external threat amid a backdrop of sharp labor trade-offs that curtailed the government’s leeway to recruit citizens.

---


To evaluate my theory and the alternative arguments described earlier, I compiled a country-year dataset of states’ legionnaire recruitment policies over the past two centuries. The data show that legionnaire recruitment is far from rare. From 1815 to 2020, ninety-one states implemented 231 such policies (see figure 1 and the online appendix).

I gathered the data from a review of legislation, military commendations, and order-of-battle assessments, as well as from unclassified and declassified documents from the U.S. Department of State Office of the Historian, the National Security Archive, and the Central Intelligence Agency FOIA Reading Room. Additionally, beyond adhering to my definition, included legionnaire recruitment policies had to meet five criteria. First, I limited my review to policies initiated from 1815 to 2020 and enacted by governments in the Correlates of War State Membership dataset. Second, recruitment had to be overt. Third, the policies had to endure either a minimum of six months or the length of a conflict, if initiated in wartime.

Figure 1. States That Have Recruited Legionnaires.

NOTE: States shaded in black represent countries that have recruited legionnaires. Map created by author using mapchart.net.

A Dataset of Legionnaire Recruitment

To evaluate my theory and the alternative arguments described earlier, I compiled a country-year dataset of states’ legionnaire recruitment policies over the past two centuries. The data show that legionnaire recruitment is far from rare. From 1815 to 2020, ninety-one states implemented 231 such policies (see figure 1 and the online appendix).

I gathered the data from a review of legislation, military commendations, and order-of-battle assessments, as well as from unclassified and declassified documents from the U.S. Department of State Office of the Historian, the National Security Archive, and the Central Intelligence Agency FOIA Reading Room. Additionally, beyond adhering to my definition, included legionnaire recruitment policies had to meet five criteria. First, I limited my review to policies initiated from 1815 to 2020 and enacted by governments in the Correlates of War State Membership dataset. Second, recruitment had to be overt. Third, the policies had to endure either a minimum of six months or the length of a conflict, if initiated in wartime.

34. The online appendix is available at doi.org/10.7910/DVN/U8GLNS.
35. During civil wars, I record recruitment only by the incumbent, unless regime change occurred.
36. This alternative minimum allows for confirmable cases during short wars. For instance, Fin-
Fourth, policies had to yield at least 100 new personnel—a cutoff that I selected for several reasons. First, many militaries are small. For states with such forces, even 100 new recruits can be a significant addition to the ranks, or they can represent the majority or entirety of an officer corps, or, in some cases, both—a practice that was particularly common in postcolonial Africa and in Eurasia after the Cold War. Additionally, this threshold approximates that of a company-sized formation—an organizational building block for military operations in the modern age for armies of all sizes. The threshold thus allows the data to account for cases in which states recruit legionnaires to staff praetorian guards or special forces units. It is likewise high enough to exclude cases in which one or a handful of foreigners were recruited in error or in which states recruited a single foreign officer for a senior or symbolic role.

Fifth, I ensured that all recorded policies represented the most puzzling cases—where states recruit foreigners with whom they have no ties. Therefore, I excluded foreign recruitment where a state’s conceptualization of citizenship was explicitly transnational or where governments recruited only foreign coethnics of a regime ruled by an ethnic minority. My rationale for excluding these instances is that the state may not view these recruits as being devoid of preexisting ties or a shared identity—that is, not as truly a matter of “foreign” recruitment.

The data suggest initial support for the demand side of my argument. Governments recurrently began recruiting legionnaires during conflicts; roughly 80 percent of the 231 policies occurred in the midst of hostilities. Moreover, the data show that, for many states, legionnaires have always been a core component of how they build their military power. France, post-independence India, and the United Kingdom, for example, have never not recruited legionnaires. Their militaries are inherently hybridized. For others—such as Iran, Japan, Russia, and the United States—legionnaires have been a linchpin of every major interstate conflict they have fought. In still others—including Angola, Thailand, and Uganda—legionnaires were a core component of the forces that governments relied on to battle insurgents and political enemies. For these governments, legionnaires are intimately entwined with domestic politics.

land’s Winter War lasted five months, but fielded more than 12,000 legionnaires. It does, however, exclude isolated “acts of recruitment,” such as if a government were to provide a one-time dispensation permitting the entirety of foreign insurgents it had sponsored to enlist in the military.

37. Most recruitment policies raised far more troops, and just two cases in the dataset skirt this minimum cumulative threshold: Israel’s recruitment of non-Jewish volunteers in 1967 and Mali’s recruitment of Russian pilots and aircrew in 1961.

38. My definition of legionnaires excludes policies like Cyprus’s, in which states recruit from their ethnic diasporas, or Israel’s, wherein the government views foreign coreligionists as citizens.
The data suggest less support for alternative explanations. Rather than a product of imperial legacy or ties to former colonies, just one third of the 231 recorded policies that I examine were implemented in states that were colonial empires. More than half of legionnaire recruitment policies were implemented in countries that were never colonial powers. Additionally, acquiring specific skills or expertise does not appear to be a widespread motivator of recruitment; slightly more than one quarter of the 231 recorded policies were clearly motivated by this goal. Arguments attributing foreign recruitment to small population size are likewise unconvincing. Although small Arab monarchies recruit foreigners, states with large populations—such as China, India, and the United States—often do so as well.

The data also showcase trends that challenge narratives about the evolution of modern militaries. Legionnaire recruitment has remained a consistent practice in the past two centuries (figure 2). Moreover, the number of policies in use at a given time has continued to grow (figure 3). These trends are especially striking given the increase in the number of states in the international system.

39. The data do not enable evaluation of arguments about foreign recruitment as a tool to mitigate civilian casualties, although I engage this explanation in the case study.
since decolonization and the resurgence of private military contractors since the end of the Cold War.

Implementing legionnaire recruitment policies often has enabled states to recruit significant numbers of troops, providing them a sizable boost in combat capacity. For instance, the United States mobilized more than one quarter million foreigners during World War I.\textsuperscript{40} Years later, having triumphed in the Chinese Civil War, Communist authorities enlisted entire brigades-worth of Japanese veterans and prisoners of war (POWs), using them to help hunt remaining Nationalist forces and later during the war in Korea. In smaller armies, legionnaires can represent a large plurality or even a majority of a military. In the 1970s, not only did Idi Amin double the size of Uganda’s forces, but he flooded the ranks with foreigners—such that by 1978, only a quarter of the military was Ugandan.\textsuperscript{41} In the 1980s, nearly two-thirds of the Emirati army comprised legionnaires, who played a particularly powerful role
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in staffing the praetorian guard, while in the same period, foreigners represented nearly 80 percent of Kuwait’s military.\textsuperscript{42}

Even when not serving in massive numbers or constituting a majority of personnel, legionnaires often become the preferred combat force of the governments they serve, playing a disproportionate battlefield role despite representing only a modest proportion of a state’s overall manpower. Although France’s Foreign Legion has represented only a small fraction of total French troops, it was a centerpiece of the country’s military campaigns in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, playing particularly prominent roles in Indochina and Algeria. In the past decade, the unit has remained a linchpin of French counterterrorism operations in West Africa, including the 2013 intervention in Mali.\textsuperscript{43} Similarly, during the 1970s, the roughly 4,000-strong legionnaire force of exiled Chinese Nationalists was a central feature of Thailand’s counterinsurgency campaign against communists in the north.\textsuperscript{44} Far from an aberration, refugees and exiles from Europe and the Soviet Union provided the backbone of what became the U.S. special forces community after World War II.\textsuperscript{45} More recently, Iran relied heavily on its legionnaire-staffed Fatemiyoun and Zaynabiyun Divisions for combat in Syria, despite having amassed a military boasting more than 500,000 citizen troops.\textsuperscript{46}

Overall, the data suggest a strong link between states’ efforts to enlist legionnaires and conflict—the demand side of my argument—while suggesting less support for alternatives. Tracking legionnaire recruitment comprehen-
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sively demonstrates that these troops are an enduring and consequential tool of security policy and have been mobilized by a diverse community of states.

Legionnaire Recruitment in World War II

Building on insights from the large-N analysis, I next use congruence tests to show how the internal and external variables that my theory identifies help explain why major World War II combatants recruited legionnaires.47 France, the United Kingdom, and the Soviet Union enlisted foreigners in the face of invasion, seeking every possible soldier in battles for national survival. Other states, including Italy and Japan, enlisted them amid a confluence of labor shortages and acute combat needs, redoubling their efforts as invasion loomed. Likewise, the United States moved to recruit legionnaires in preparation for joining the war, expanding this policy after it entered the conflict. Across diverse combatants, legionnaires waged offensives, held contested territory, and defended the states that recruited them against invasion.

Conflicts such as World War II feature tremendous citizen recruitment. Yet, the gap between the total number of citizens that combatants could have mobilized and the number they did mobilize might be more than one would expect. Even at the height of the war, Germans in uniform never eclipsed 10 percent of Germany’s citizenry—a proportion on par with other combatants.48 So, why did major participants recruit legionnaires?

The German offensives that began in 1940 shattered the optimism that France had voiced when declaring war in September 1939. As France’s prime minister despaired within days of Germany’s springtime advances, “We have been defeated. . . . The front is broken near Sedan; they [Germans] are pouring through.”49 Despite boasting nearly 1 million soldiers and another 4 million in reserve, France in the face of conquest sought to recruit émigrés, recently interned aliens, and exiled Polish servicemen into uniform.50 Sadly for

47. Contemporaneous conflicts also featured legionnaire recruitment, including Finland during the Winter War and Continuation War, and Chinese Nationalists during and after the Second Sino-Japanese War.
France, the speed of German advances meant that only two such regiments were in the field, and two more being raised, when Paris fell.\textsuperscript{51}

Throughout the Battle of Britain and the Blitz, the British government recruited a diverse foreign cadre into the Royal Air Force.\textsuperscript{52} Britain swiftly replicated legionnaire recruitment elsewhere in its military. By July 1940, it was enlisting Czechs, Spaniards, and other Europeans across all combat branches, as well as Polish pilots who had escaped France.\textsuperscript{53} By November, Britain had expanded its recruitment to permit aliens of neutral nations to serve.\textsuperscript{54} Given the stakes, Prime Minister Winston Churchill saw even the riskiest foreigners as worth mobilizing, affirming: “I see no question why enemy aliens, wishing to fight against Germany, should not be incorporated in a military body . . . where they can be under constant observation.”\textsuperscript{55} True enough, Britain enlisted some 10,000 Germans and Austrians, using them as airmen, infantrymen, and special forces commandos.\textsuperscript{56}

Similar conditions led to the recruitment of legionnaires in the East. The Soviet Union was ill-prepared when Germany invaded in June 1941, and in mere months, the Red Army had been pushed back to the gates of Moscow itself. Desperate, Soviet authorities sought to mobilize anyone able to fight to avoid the fate of France and the Low Countries. Orders given to the Soviet 16th Army at the Battle of Moscow show how authorities perceived the stakes:

\begin{quote}
\textit{...the Red Army had been pushed back to the gates of Moscow itself. Desperate, Soviet authorities sought to mobilize anyone able to fight to avoid the fate of France and the Low Countries. Orders given to the Soviet 16th Army at the Battle of Moscow show how authorities perceived the stakes:...}
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{56} Helen Fry, \textit{Churchill’s German Army: The Germans Who Fought for Britain in World War Two} (London: History, 2010).
There is nowhere left to fall back, and no one will allow you to do so. By using any and the most extreme methods, you must immediately bring about a turning point.”57 Between its existing soldiery and massive population, the Soviet Union had no shortage of citizens it could have mobilized, and indeed, prior to Germany’s invasion, it had no need for foreign recruits. But with the country’s existence threatened, the Soviet government, on August 12, 1941, gave amnesty to Polish POWs and deportees, raising three Polish-staffed divisions and subsequently amassing hundreds of thousands of legionnaires by the war’s close.58

The United States also moved to recruit legionnaires, even before it officially entered the war.59 When the government instituted the country’s first peacetime draft in September 1940, the measure applied to citizens and aliens alike, including foreigners in the country only temporarily.60 Weeks later, it also took steps to attract foreign volunteers. The Nationality Act of 1940 both waived the requirement that aliens declare an intent to acquire citizenship as a condition for enlisting and provided recruits an option to naturalize after three years of honorable service. With the country facing labor shortages after 1943, Congress passed legislation in 1944 that offered immediate citizenship to foreigners, even if they were abroad at the time of enlisting in the U.S. military.61

The variables that my theory identifies likewise help explain legionnaire recruitment by Axis governments. Within months of joining the war in 1940, Italian forces in North Africa and Greece were facing stiff resistance and mounting casualties that intensified the military’s need for additional soldiers.

59. Although U.S. legionnaire recruitment measures in 1942 and 1943 arose as citizen labor grew scarcer and combat escalated—conforming to my argument’s expectations—the recruitment policy of 1940 represents a compelling puzzle for future investigation that does not, at first glance, conform to the expectations of my argument.
61. Not all foreigners who enlisted accepted this incentive. Legionnaires that naturalized would cease to be categorized as legionnaires and, instead, constitute citizen-soldiers. Foreigners that served in the military, but completed naturalization at a later date, are coded as legionnaires during the time of their service.
Although Italy had experienced a labor surplus even into the late 1930s, recruiting from its citizenry proved challenging; since 1938, Italy had supplied tens of thousands of workers annually for German industries. With so much labor having been exported, by the winter of 1940, Italy perceived sharp trade-offs in how its citizenry was best being used. In December, it attempted to address the imbalance by barring Germany’s recruitment of Italian workers subject to compulsory service; still, Italy failed to gather sufficient numbers of enlistees. With heavy fighting in the Balkans just as Italian forces joined Operation Barbarossa, Italy authorized the recruitment of a Croatian brigade in July 1941 to supplement its contingents in the East. In November, the Italian government approved measures to begin enlisting Arabs and POWs from the British Indian Army to bolster its forces in North Africa. By 1942, Italy had implemented additional policies and was recruiting tens of thousands of Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian, and Muslim volunteers to supplement its forces in Yugoslavia. Amid mounting casualties in Russia and no flexibility on the labor front, Italy also began recruiting Cossacks for light cavalry and as scouts; even as invasion loomed, it continued to rebuild decimated legionnaire units for the country’s defense.

Similarly, labor trade-offs and rising combat demands spurred Japan’s legionnaire recruitment. Between operations in China since 1937 and its attack on Pearl Harbor in December 1941, Japan had used a combination of measures—including labor controls, the mobilization of women, and the import of foreign workers—to ensure it could draw both soldiers and laborers from its citizenry and subjects in Korea and Taiwan. But by early 1942, Japanese authorities had acknowledged that existing measures no longer satisfied its manpower needs. Compounding matters, following the United States’ entry into the war and Japanese conquests in British Malaya, Singapore,
and the Dutch East Indies in early 1942, Japan faced the task of holding and defending vast territory while sustaining critical production. Amid this confluence, in March 1942, Japan ordered its command in Indonesia to recruit “local troops or police . . . to clean up the remaining enemy forces.” In Indonesia alone, Japan was subsequently able to enlist roughly 180,000 recruits. By the summer, the Japanese government had implemented similar policies in Burma, Malaysia, Mongolia, and the Philippines. Explaining the logic of these recruitment policies, Japan’s army ministry in January 1942 had stressed that, given labor constraints at home and “in consideration of difficulties in sustaining the level of forces, and the sacrifices we have to make, it is not the time for debate but for urgent measures to utilize [local] people . . . to build troop strength.” In 1944, with fears of invasion increasing, Japan began conscripting legionnaires to defend the empire.

In sum, several World War II combatants began or expanded their recruitment of legionnaires to supplement their citizen forces, drawing substantial numbers into battle and prolonging their war efforts. The manner in which these policies unfolded suggests further support for my argument; to test it more fully, I offer an in-depth examination of Germany’s policies.

Legionnaire Recruitment in Nazi Germany

The German military’s transition during World War II from an exclusively citizen force to one inundated with legionnaires can be explained by my theory. Here, I describe the baseline from which Germany’s wartime recruitment policies departed: a prewar military manned by citizens and with Hitler opposed to legionnaire recruitment. I then evaluate three phases in German recruitment policies from 1940 to 1945, with each period outlining the domestic context, describing the external threats, and showing how these variables sparked legionnaire recruitment—both in the creation of entirely new policies and by the expansion of existing measures to harness untapped foreign manpower.

70. Between restarting the draft in 1935 and spring 1940, Germany conformed to what I code as perceiving low threats externally and facing low constraints in recruiting domestically. Consistent with my theory, the German government pursued expansive citizen enlistment without legionnaire recruitment.
By the spring of 1940, Germany was confronting new trade-offs in using its citizen labor force—one of the factors that my theory asserts may limit a government’s appetite for recruiting citizens into military service. For this reason, Germany subsequently faced moderate constraints in recruiting domestically—a challenge that endured for the next five years. I also show how Germany progressed through three phases of the external dangers it perceived: low (April 1940 to October 1941), high (November 1941 to November 1943), and existential (December 1943 to April 1945). Amid these supply-and-demand pressures, legionnaire recruitment transformed the German military from an exclusively citizen force, to one that enlisted a small cadre of Western European legionnaires, to a military increasingly staffed with Eastern Europeans, and finally to a war machine that threw every foreigner it could into combat. I conclude this section with an evaluation of alternative arguments, showing the greater explanatory power of my theory.

**CASE SELECTION AND SCOPE**

World War II Germany presents a difficult test for my argument. Given a racial ideology that cast foreigners as inherently dangerous, Germany’s prioritization of autarky in war resources, and Hitler’s explicit prewar opposition to legionnaires, the scholarly consensus on citizen recruitment should be easy to corroborate. For these reasons, the case presents a hard test for my theory. Still, one could instead argue that the greater value that Nazi ideology attached to German lives over foreign ones makes the case one in which legionnaire recruitment could be expected to occur. Foreign recruitment therefore would be part of a strategy to shield citizen-soldiers from casualty. If this interpretation were correct, Nazi Germany would be more appropriately classified as an easy testing ground for my argument, rather than a difficult one, as I assert. Given the importance of this issue, I explicitly examine the case for evidence that this alternative perspective is correct. In marshaling evidence, I draw on Hitler’s conversations, German High Command (OKW) records, documents from the German Federal Archive (Bundesarchiv) and the U.S. National Archive, and a robust secondary-source literature.

The case study’s scope bears elaboration. The Wehrmacht is the most widely known German actor in the war, with the Schutzstaffel (SS) often associated with Hitler’s personal guard, racial policy, and concentration camps. However, its armed component—the Waffen-SS—became a major force in the German military machine, buttressed by a reputation for brutality and operations in the bloodiest theaters of the war. I therefore examine German recruitment into both the Wehrmacht and the Waffen-SS—a choice that makes sense for four
reasons. First, in 1939, Hitler placed the Waffen-SS under the OKW’s operational control, together with Wehrmacht components; administratively, the Waffen-SS existed on the battlefield as did other combat branches. Second, troops in the Waffen-SS carried the same combatant status as Wehrmacht servicemen, and Waffen-SS service counted as national military service. In the eyes of German authorities, members of both the Wehrmacht and the Waffen-SS were soldiers.

Third, Hitler intended the Waffen-SS to act as a ground combat branch, viewing it as essential in cementing a reputation that he planned to leverage after the war: “People must know that troops like the [Waffen] SS have to pay the butcher’s bill more heavily than anyone else. . . . The SS knows that its job is to set an example . . . and that all eyes are upon it.” In legal terms, and accounting for Hitler’s intentions, the Waffen-SS was a combat branch of the German war machine, just like the Wehrmacht. Fourth, for Hitler, racial purity was the bedrock of Waffen-SS effectiveness and loyalty. As an exemplar of Aryan military prowess and Nazi racial ideology, the Waffen-SS, even more so than the Wehrmacht, was an organization from which legionnaires were particularly unlikely to emerge.

CASE BACKGROUND—MARCH 1935 TO MARCH 1940
Until early 1940, Germany’s military epitomized the citizen-army. Rein-stating the draft in 1935, Hitler built an expansive force comprising the Reichsdeutche—ethnic German citizens of Germany. Moreover, the invasion of the Rhineland, the annexation of Austria, and the annexation of the Sudetenland expanded the prewar citizenry from which Germany could recruit troops. From 1934 to 1939, Germany’s soldiery ballooned from some 315,000 citizen-troops to more than 2.7 million men.

Two other points are central in understanding how surprising and fundamental the shift to recruiting legionnaires would be. The first is Germany’s em-

74. Hitler, Table Talk, p. 175.
phasis on autarky. Beginning 1936, Hitler stressed self-sufficiency as the prerequisite for Germany’s success and expansionist campaign: “I consider it necessary that now, with iron determination, a 100 per cent self-sufficiency should be attained in all those spheres where it is feasible, and that . . . national requirements in these most important raw materials be made independent of other countries.”76 For a regime in which autarky was a watchword, the prospect that a plurality of the most critical resource of all—soldiers—would come from beyond the Reich would have been unimaginable.

Given his ability to shape policies to his preference, a second critical point concerns Hitler’s views of legionnaires. Hitler had observed prolific legionnaire recruitment during World War I—and was left deeply hostile to these policies. He viewed foreign recruits as harmful to military cohesion and as political and security dangers to the governments that enlisted them, once asserting of legionnaires in the Great War: “The fall of the Habsburg monarchy clearly shows the full size of this danger. On that occasion, too, it was thought the other [foreign] peoples could be won over . . . by giving them a military formation in the Austrian Army. Yet at the decisive moment it became obvious that precisely these men were the standard-bearers of rebellion.”77 Legionnaires would find no home in the German military; to Hitler, the logic was clear: “If we wish to preserve the military power of the German people, we must be careful not to give arms to the peoples of the countries we have conquered or occupied.”78 Nonetheless, the variables that my theory identifies eventually led the government to abandon this absolute prohibition. By 1945, legionnaires staffed every service branch, from the standard-bearers of Nazi ideology in the Waffen-SS to the air, ground, and naval branches of the Wehrmacht.

Low Threats, Labor Trade-offs, and the First Legionnaires
In the spring of 1940, Germany launched a series of offensives that led to a rapid spate of territorial gains. These early wartime successes in Western Europe, however, belied a government that would increasingly be hard-pressed to secure sufficient citizen troops. From April 1940 to October 1941, German authorities judged that the country confronted a tangible constraint on the government’s ability to recruit from the citizenry, as the needs for war

77. Hitler, Table Talk, p. 305. Most World War I combatants recruited legionnaires.
78. Ibid., pp. 327–328.
production escalated and imposed sharp trade-offs in the use of German labor. Specifically, would German workers best serve the war effort in the factory or on the front lines? Given this labor trade-off, I code Germany as facing a moderate constraint on its ability to recruit domestically. Despite the perceived low external threat, the combination of Germany’s domestic context and the military’s offensive operations and growing territorial control spurred the government to recruit a select cadre of legionnaires.

**Moderate-level domestic constraints.** Although Hitler had been unfettered in reinstituting conscription in 1935, by early 1940, Germany was facing new manpower challenges, in the form of trade-offs in its ability to meet the combined needs of war production and combat service. As such, Germany escalated from a low-constraint environment to a moderate-constraint one. How did this constraint on recruiting domestically emerge?

The measures that Hitler’s government had imposed to stem unemployment in the 1930s, coupled with qualitative changes in German labor during these years, created new limits on his leeway to recruit from the citizenry, arising at a most inopportune juncture. The application of the draft from May 1939 to May 1940 had deprived Germany’s labor market of nearly 4 million workers, with trends continuing apace thereafter. Simultaneously, as its troops marched west in 1940, Germany officially reached full employment. Now, unlike prior to 1940, Germany no longer had an excess citizen labor supply from which to recruit. Additionally, qualitative changes in the workforce erased the government’s room for maneuver. In 1934, citizens had been locked into their jobs and, by the end of the decade, the government’s policies had unintentionally pushed many German workers into unskilled or semi-skilled jobs. As a result, labor mobility had largely evaporated by 1940. As prewar policies eroded German labor’s flexibility, by 1940, the government’s latitude to sustain war production while leaving sufficient recruits for the military had been constrained.

With the launch of its Western campaign in 1940, Germany faced trade-offs between its demand for soldiers and its need for laborers. The War Economy and Armaments Office of the Armed Forces High Command (WiRüAmt) consistently raised this very issue to Germany’s leadership. In the summer of

---


1940, WiRüAmt’s chief, Gen. Georg Thomas, reported that Germany already faced 300,000 armaments vacancies and that, by November, fewer than a third had been filled. Over the next several months, the gap between German labor’s ability to meet the government’s demands for both recruits and matériel only widened, despite measures to cut down on consumer goods and non-immediate production. But in early 1941, Hitler learned that the armaments industry alone faced a shortage of 1.2 million laborers; the WiRüAmt judged that only 200,000 of these job vacancies could be filled.

Operation Barbarossa, initiated in June 1941, sharpened these trade-offs as the war expanded. As the WiRüAmt reported, “The more the demands of the armed forces are in regard to personnel, the fewer will be the number . . . to go into the armaments industry or to the overall economy.” Germany’s labor difficulties only grew in the following weeks, with General Thomas reaffirming in October that “in the area of manpower supply, the point has been reached today whereby . . . there is no longer an ‘as well as’ but rather an ‘either or.’ Either the manpower needs of the troops or the manpower needs of armaments are to be covered.”

LOW-LEVEL EXTERNAL THREAT. In this period, Germany perceived a low threat coming from abroad. German officials’ triumphant language privately and publicly, the military’s low casualty levels, Hitler’s comfort with troop loss rates, and the government’s expectations of victory explain why it receives this coding. On April 9, 1940, German forces invaded Denmark and Norway, setting off a series of rapid victories and leading Hitler to crow that Germany’s recent operations would be remembered “as the most daring piece of impudence in history.” Trends thereafter fed German optimism, with Belgium, France, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands all falling by June. In this period, Hitler had become so confident of victory on the Continent that he briefly au-

84. Quoted in ibid., p. 53.
authorized reductions in the infantry in favor of boosting naval and air personnel for an invasion of Britain.

The Nazi war effort received other boons. With the signing of the Tripartite Pact in the fall of 1940, Germany could count Italy, Hungary, Japan, and Romania among the Axis powers, and thus on mobilizing hundreds of thousands of additional troops.\(^8^7\) Low casualty rates kept German authorities emboldened; of roughly 6 million Waffen-SS and Wehrmacht soldiers, in 1939 and 1940, German combat losses had totaled just 102,000 fatalities.\(^8^8\) In June 1941, the war took a transformative turn when the German government dispatched 3.3 million soldiers to invade the Soviet Union—buttressed by nearly 690,000 allied troops.\(^8^9\) Although the invasion would eventually be the undoing of Germany’s war effort, between the summer and early autumn, the government’s optimism was undimmed. Boasting to his inner circle on July 31, Hitler proclaimed, “To all intents and purposes the war is won.”\(^9^0\)

LIMITED RECRUITMENT OF LEGIONNAIRES. Despite Germany’s perception of a low external threat, the labor trade-offs that the government faced by spring 1940, coupled with Germany’s expanded territorial control in Western Europe and its offensive operations in the East, led to new measures that brought the first legionnaires into Nazi ranks. Both the limited numbers of legionnaires Germany recruited and the limited demographics it recruited from represent important baselines from which its recruitment policies later departed.

Amid labor shortages, Hitler, on April 20, 1940, authorized the Waffen-SS to recruit in Denmark and Norway for a new regiment, followed by Belgium and the Netherlands.\(^9^1\) Although the Waffen-SS was the first to enlist legionnaires, it was not alone for long. With the war’s eastward shift creating new manpower demands, Hitler, on June 29, 1941, ordered both the Waffen-SS and the Wehrmacht to raise new legions. The former accepted volunteers from Denmark, Flemish Belgium, the Netherlands, Norway, and Sweden, while the

\(^{87}\) Although Germany’s allies provided considerable manpower, these same allies at times imposed new demands on German soldiers and difficulties on German war efforts. For example, the disastrous performance of Italian forces in Southeastern Europe and North Africa forced Berlin to divert significant resources to save its flailing ally—sending troops to occupy Yugoslavia and Greece and dispatching the *Afrika Korps* across the Mediterranean.

\(^{88}\) Rüdiger Overmans, *Deutsche Militärische Verluste im Zweiten Weltkrieg* [German military losses in World War II] (Munich: Oldenbourg Verlag, 1999), p. 266.


latter recruited Croatian, French, Spanish, and Walloon Belgian volunteers—groups that Nazi ideology cast as racially acceptable nationalities.

At this point, Germany’s recruitment of legionnaires was extremely limited. Given Hitler’s optimistic view of Germany’s external environment, large numbers of legionnaires were unnecessary—and, given his personal hostility toward them, not desired. The government, therefore, adhered to clear limitations in deciding how many legionnaires to mobilize and which nationalities to accept for service, rejecting thousands of foreign volunteers. When the legionnaire-staffed SS-Wiking was established in 1940, enlistment standards were identical for its Nordic applicants and its German volunteers; and even through 1941, the Waffen-SS rejected most foreigners who applied. Likewise, although the Wehrmacht eventually mobilized French recruits, far fewer were accepted for service than were available. Fearful of the risk that recruiting and arming 30,000 Frenchmen could create, Hitler instead stipulated in July 1941 that no more than half be accepted.

Germany also categorically excluded certain foreign groups for recruitment, including significant numbers of noncitizen coethnics. For instance, on June 21, 1940, the 12th Infantry Division received orders that POWs “who are [ethnic] Germans...are to be shot after their identity is established.” Despite their ethnicity, these would-be recruits had betrayed their race in fighting for the Red Army and thus deserved no quarter. Similarly, internal debates show that, by April 1941, Gottlob Berger—a senior Nazi official responsible for leading Waffen-SS recruitment—proposed enlisting Ukrainians, only for superiors to unequivocally reject the proposal. He was told, “Legions shall never be permitted to be established in the Baltic states or in the Ukraine.” But in subsequent years, as Germany’s labor constraints persisted and its perceptions of its external threats escalated, the country was forced to change many of its recruitment policies.

**HEIGHTENED THREATS, LABOR SHORTFALLS, AND A SURGE OF LEGIONNAIRES**

In November 1941 and subsequent months, Germany’s recruitment of legionnaires exploded, as authorities acknowledged that the country would continue to experience the labor trade-offs that had already curtailed citizen enlistment.

---
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Simultaneously, mounting casualties and territorial setbacks in the East convinced leaders by winter 1941 that Germany was confronting a highly threatening environment externally. To meet this increased need for soldiers while maintaining production at home, Germany significantly loosened limitations it had imposed on legionnaire recruitment, both by enlisting members of ethnic and national groups that it had previously rejected for service and by taking its first, limited steps to conscript foreigners for soldiers.

**Persistent domestic constraints.** Government concerns in 1940 about trade-offs from drawing too heavily on German labor for soldiers continued to limit Hitler’s appetite to recruit from the citizenry. Given the persistence of this trend, and that the government did not identify additional limitations in recruiting, I code Germany as continuing to experience moderate constraints in drawing on its citizens for troops. As Hitler lamented on December 29, 1941, of Germany’s prospects and the stark connection between production output and combat needs, “The main problem today is the problem of labor.”96

In subsequent months, this labor shortfall continued to create trade-offs in how Germany perceived its combat needs and production imperatives. As a December 1941 WiRüAmt report described, “Since manpower reserves [in the economy] are no longer available, the inductions [into the military] are having a greater impact . . . on the scope of the armaments industry.”97 In March 1942, Hitler lamented similarly that the challenge of increasing “weapons production . . . is again a matter of labor,” while nonetheless mandating that losses in the East meant that “production in all areas must now . . . be tripled.”98

In an attempt to address these challenges, Germany increasingly used foreign workers—both volunteers and forced labor—to try to meet its rising combat and matériel needs.99 Nonetheless, in January 1942, General Thomas warned superiors that the use of foreign labor would not suffice in meeting the increasing needs of war production.100 Still, Germany’s framing of these difficulties in the language of external security is telling. As Martin Bormann, chief of the Nazi Party chancellery, explained in May 1943, “The Reich’s security is the first priority. . . . Everything must be subordinated to the goal of winning this war. Thus, foreign workers employed in the Reich are to be
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treated in such a way . . . that their full manpower is preserved for the German war economy.”

HIGH EXTERNAL-THREAT LEVEL. Although labor trade-offs remained a constant challenge, by the winter of 1941, Germany’s threat perception had grown dramatically, surging from low to high. The country receives this coding because of the changing views of its leaders toward growing German casualty rates and territorial losses, as well as dimming prospects for victory. Optimism no longer pervaded discussions among officials in Berlin; instead, even Hitler began voicing fears about Germany’s prospects in the war.

In November 1941, with German forces firmly engaged in some of the bloodiest battles of the eastern invasion, losses became impossible to downplay or ignore. The casualties sustained in the initial advance—which government and military officials had privately and publicly deemphasized in the summer and early fall—began to shift Germany’s perceptions, particularly as new losses mounted. When, in December, the Red Army launched a counteroffensive outside Moscow, ultimately claiming the lives of nearly 200,000 German soldiers, the country’s changed perception of the war was further cemented, with Hitler later describing the losses from this period as “a staggering blow” to the war effort.

Battlefield trends from November 1941 to November 1943 solidified German perceptions of a heightened external threat, as unprecedented casualties and the loss of conquered territories created a desperate scramble to field more soldiers into battle (see table 2). Many German units in the East experienced total attrition of their initial strength, only to be fully reformed and obliterated again—a cycle that repeated often. As Germany’s death toll mounted, discussions among senior political and military figures grew panicked, mirroring the high-threat language that my theory describes. Speaking to Hitler on July 26, 1943, about German losses in the East, Field Marshal Günther von Kluge, who first led the 4th Army and later commanded Army Group Center, acknowledged, “It’s nearly unbearable the way it is now.” Hitler remarked that the entire theater faced a “desperate” situation. In November, reflecting on how combat in the past two years had dimmed German prospects for vic-
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tory, he conceded, “If the enemy breaks through our defenses on a broad front, the consequences can hardly be imagined.”

In the two years since the eastern march began, 1.3 million Nazi soldiers had died.

**ELEVATED LEGIONNAIRE RECRUITMENT.** The combination of moderate domestic constraints and an increasingly dire external environment led Germany to embrace unprecedented measures to mobilize foreign soldiers. Until the fall of 1941, most German troops had comprised Reichsdeutsche, with a small cadre of Western European legionnaires. But in November 1941 and subsequent months, the government massively expanded the number of legionnaires it recruited and mobilized. Most strikingly, before Operation Barbarossa, German authorities had explicitly forbidden the enlistment of Russians and other Soviet citizens. But as rising losses changed this view, the numbers and types of foreigners that Germany recruited reached once-unimaginable levels.

In November 1941, Hitler, recognizing that Germany faced an acute external threat, authorized German units to enlist Russians, sparking growing recruitment of legionnaires euphemistically dubbed “willing volunteers” (Hilfswillige). Yet, when the threat outlook had been lower, Hitler’s distrust and disdain for Russians could scarcely have been clearer. In September, he had described them to attendees at a dinner soiree as “brutes,” “animals,” and worse—but above all, as individuals never to be recruited and armed. Yet, when German views of the war shifted and labor remained inflexible at home,

---
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Hilfswillige recruitment not only began, but swiftly ballooned, with growing numbers of Soviet legionnaires organized into the Wehrmacht’s eastern battalions and POW camps scoured as recruiting grounds. Reeling from mounting casualties, by mid-1942, Germany had authorized its forces to conscript Russians and to fill 10 percent of units with these draftees. The effects on the composition of German units were tremendous; by August, every seventh soldier in the 18th Panzer Division was Russian. By June 1943, Russians alone swelled to more than 800,000 troops.

German authorities acknowledged that the perception of high external threats fueled this recruitment trend. A classified March 1943 memorandum from Gen. Heinz Hellmich, then commanding Germany’s eastern-staffed formations (Osttruppen), illuminates the policy’s rationale. He describes how, in the face of mounting German losses, “the [Soviet] population’s readiness to help had to be exploited as far as possible.” Given the state of the war, Hellmich affirmed that Russians and other Soviets must “not only give their strength in the form of work but must be ruthlessly exploited to the last and sacrifice their lives for us.” Germany did just that.

German authorities recruited widely across other Soviet populations. In December 1941, the government ordered the Wehrmacht to recruit Armenians, Georgians, and Muslims from the Caucasus for Ostlegionen—military formations comprising several battalions of recruits from Soviet minority groups—with Cossacks later also targeted for enlistment. The policy departure that these orders represent cannot be overstated. Months earlier, when Germany had perceived little threat abroad, Hitler had rejected recruiting from these groups, stating unequivocally in July 1941 that “not the Slav, not the Czech,
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not the Cossack nor the Ukrainian” would ever bear German arms.\textsuperscript{114} Even into early autumn, he rebuffed proposals to enlist Soviets, warning that “ruling races could only contribute to their downfall if they armed those whom they oppressed.”\textsuperscript{115} But given Germany’s persistent labor constraints, the new perception of acute threats led the government to enlist those it had previously foresworn. As a result, by September 1943, nearly a million Soviets were wearing German uniforms.\textsuperscript{116}

In 1942 and 1943, Germany also expanded the Waffen-SS’s ability to recruit foreigners. Reversing prohibitions against recruiting in the Baltics, the commander of the SS, Heinrich Himmler, announced in 1942 that Hitler himself had “commanded the establishment of a Latvian and Lithuanian SS volunteer legion.”\textsuperscript{117} The change was enormous: if Hitler’s disdain for Russians was infamous, he expressed even lower regard for the Latvians he now recruited. In July 1941, when Germany had seemed on the cusp of victory, Hitler sneered, “Stalin used the Latvians for . . . executions which [even] the Russians found disgusting.”\textsuperscript{118} In a similar shift, in March 1943, the German government reversed prohibitions on recruiting Ukrainians, creating the SS Division Galicia and attracting more than 32,000 volunteers in just the first two weeks, with numbers later reaching 100,000.\textsuperscript{119}

The same combination of perceived high external threats and persistent domestic constraints likewise prompted the government to loosen its restrictions on recruiting legionnaires from Western Europe. In rosier days, Hitler had rejected thousands of French volunteers, asserting that, fundamentally, “France remains hostile to us. She contains . . . a blood that will always be foreign to us. . . . There’s no possibility of our making any pact with the French before we’ve definitely ensured our power.”\textsuperscript{120} But as losses grew and labor remained inflexible, he authorized the Waffen-SS to recruit personnel he had once prohibited.\textsuperscript{121} In less than a year, amid an escalating threat abroad and persistent constraints at home, Hitler’s “no possibility” of relying more heavily on foreign recruits from occupied states had become an absolute certainty.
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EXISTENTIAL FEARS AND UNPRECEDENTED LEGIONNAIRE RECRUITMENT

By the winter of 1943, German fears of an Allied invasion had reached a fever pitch; the survival of the Reich seemed uncertain. Consistent with my argument, German leaders’ perception that their country faced an existential threat overrode the feared labor trade-offs that had previously constrained the recruitment of foreign laborers and citizen workers; an insatiable demand for troops led the government to remove remaining barriers to mobilizing legionnaires. By the end of the war, this inelastic demand for manpower had pushed the government to all but abandon the professional force it had previously maintained; it instead embraced recruitment policies that surged every available manpower source into combat.

BALLOONING EXTERNAL THREATS. By December 1943, German military documents had begun carrying the stamp “invasion,” a key piece of evidence validating my coding that the German leadership perceived the war in existential terms.122 Combat losses fueled fears that the country’s survival was at stake. Over Christmas 1943, Hitler lamented that losses in Ukraine and Crimea were so large that “we can’t save anything. The results [for the war] are catastrophic.”123 Yet, so vital did the government perceive these regions that officials were willing to stomach massive casualties to keep them, with Hitler acknowledging the stakes: “We’re obliged, if it’s even possible, to defend this second Stalingrad—if it can be done somehow.”124 In subsequent battles in 1944, more than 18 percent of Germany’s manpower—some 1.7 million men—died in combat; in 1945, more than 1.2 million of its soldiers perish.

The spring of 1944 brought catastrophe closer to Germany’s borders, with the defeat of German forces in France claiming the lives of more than 500,000 soldiers, including Germany’s most battle-tested units. Dread and disbelief increasingly marked conversations among German government and military officials. Reading a status update to Hitler in June, advisers were stunned: “Are the numbers correct? Of the 90th [Panzer Grenadier] there is almost nothing left. There is also almost nothing left of the 20th, which was just deployed. The 362nd . . . is pretty much gone.”125 Continued German losses that summer and fall only heightened the growing sense of desperation. Following the collapse of Army Group Center under the weight of a massive Soviet assault, the Red Army tore open a 300-kilometer-long gash along the
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length of the Eastern Front. With enemies seemingly poised to breach Germany’s borders, on September 17, Hitler told advisers, “The best thing is to make clear to everyone that this battle is a struggle for life or death.” In private, he similarly confessed that war with the Allies had become no less than “a question of whether Germany will continue to exist at all or if it will be destroyed.”

As German fears of invasion created an inelastic demand for troops, the labor trade-offs that had previously limited the enlistment of citizens and foreign workers no longer constrained recruitment. In the final months of the war, officials acknowledged—but were no longer swayed by—the damaging effects that mobilizing these personnel would have on production. Slapping down a proposal in March 1945 that laborers be diverted to repair railways, Hitler complained, “We can’t afford that. It’s sheer lunacy.” No longer seeking to mitigate labor trade-offs, Germany threw every available man—foreigner and citizen alike—into battle. Remarks from Himmler from July 29, 1944, capture the pragmatism of these policies; referring to the coming Allied onslaught, he warned, “there are no more miracles . . . we must earn everything ourselves.”

**ALL-OUT LEGIONNAIRE RECRUITMENT.** Fearing annihilation, Germany dismantled what limitations remained on the numbers and nationalities of legionnaires it enlisted. The first new policy arose as territorial losses after the winter of 1943 pushed hundreds of thousands of refugees, collaborators, and veterans of Axis militaries to flee toward Germany. By the spring of 1944, both the Wehrmacht and the Waffen-SS were drafting refugees from Soviet territories, and both induced and forced fleeing Western European collaborators into service. Even if one accounts for lost records, the scale of this recruitment was stunning. By April 1944, Soviet Hilfswillige and Friewillige comprised 12 percent of the entire German army in the field. Similarly, the
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Luftwaffe swelled to more than 300,000 Hilfswillige in the war’s last eighteen months.132

Germany also mobilized legionnaires by recruiting from the armies of its fallen allies. After German forces occupied Hungary in March 1944, Himmler ordered the SS to accept all local volunteers, and by winter, German forces conscripted whole Hungarian units.133 Germany pursued similar policies in Bulgaria, Italy, and Romania, cannibalizing Axis armies and occupied territories in search of troops. Amending an order from November 1943, the OKW on June 26 extended Wehrmacht conscription to all foreign Germans and stateless persons with refugee or resettler identification, with the Waffen-SS following suit shortly thereafter.134

Germany also mobilized the remaining manpower pools that it had shunned earlier as politically and racially intolerable. In April 1942, Hitler had stated of Poles’ particular unreliability and danger, “Let’s be cautious . . . history proves that the Poles have their nationality tattooed on their bodies.” Still suspicious, in 1943 he vetoed proposals to enlist them.135 Yet, in a complete reversal, in October 1944 the government authorized the acceptance of Polish volunteers into the military.136 Still, the most dramatic shift concerned liberation movements in occupied areas—a second potential pool of recruits that Germany had avoided. On June 8, 1943, Hitler had shut down all discussion of mobilizing these groups, affirming that, “above all, this must not happen.”137 But facing annihilation, Germany crossed this redline; in September 1944, Hitler authorized the anti-Stalinist Russian Liberation Army to field five divisions composed of Soviet POWs and slave laborers for Germany’s war effort.138 The government also dropped its reservations regarding a similar Ukrainian movement, with Berger in late 1944 observing that, given the state of the war, recruiting from this group “could not do anything against Germany but . . . help considerably in solving the replacement [troop] problem.”139
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like the military Hitler had begun with, legionnaires became a vital component of Germany’s war effort, persisting until the Third Reich’s final days.

EVALUATING ALTERNATIVE ARGUMENTS

Nazi Germany’s policies to recruit legionnaires provide strong support for my theory, but four alternative explanations also require evaluation. Although several fit components of the case, none fares well overall.

One alternative argument holds that states may recruit legionnaires to affirm or bolster international bonds with former colonies or with a diaspora. Germany did not recruit personnel from former colonies, so this variant does not fit the case. An examination of Germany’s recruitment of noncitizen coethnics (Volksdeutsche) fares somewhat better. Volksdeutsche recruitment did occur during the latter half of the war; however, the execution of this policy does not align with this alternative’s expectations. Such recruitment, as Hanson and Lin-Greenberg describe, serves to “communicate ongoing trust and commitment,” but noncitizen coethnics were not consistently a priority of German recruitment efforts. The country did not begin to vigorously or expansively target Volksdeutsche for enlistment until the tide of the war began to turn against it, and its initial recruitment of this group occurred with clear limitations on how many enlistees Germany intended to mobilize. This disjunction is curious given that Volksdeutsche, though noncitizens, would have possessed Germany’s desired racial characteristics. Not until early 1942, however, did the Waffen-SS begin enlisting individuals from this population, and its initial efforts were far from robust, and tens of thousands were rejected for service; additionally, only in 1943 did Germany begin conscripting Volksdeutsche across occupied territories. There are also few indications that the recruitment of noncitizen coethnics was intended to foster favorable ties; as the war persisted, conscription was routinely imposed on resistant Volksdeutsche populations and over the objections of states where they were citizens. Moreover, from the perspective of Germany’s leadership, these individuals seemed as disposable as Soviet and other enlistees. Even throughout early 1942, German units were given, and acted on, orders to execute enemy captives found to be Volksdeutsche.

A second alternative explanation holds that states recruit foreigners for their

specific skills or to place experienced foreign officers into senior leadership roles. Germany’s initial recruitment of Soviets in 1941 and 1942 conforms particularly well to the expectations of this argument; Nazi documents from this period highlight the utility of enlisting legionnaires who knew the local terrain and languages. Nonetheless, it fits poorly in explaining the bulk of German recruitment during the war. If recruiting personnel with particular area knowledge or language expertise had been a core German motivation, one would have expected legionnaires to have been deployed primarily in places where those skills would be an advantage. But by 1943, Soviet legionnaires were increasingly deployed far from their homes or outside the Soviet Union altogether—where their language skills or area knowledge would not have been useful. For example, Germany dispatched Azeri, Cossack, and Indian recruits to France, despite ongoing combat in the East. Alternatively, if recruiting senior officers with proven battlefield experience had been a German goal, it is unlikely that the government would have eschewed mobilizing captured enemy commanders until late in the war. Yet, Germany did so, for fear that these officers would cultivate too much autonomy or loyalty among Germany’s legionnaires. Until 1944, Hitler rejected proposals to field Russian Lt. Gen. Andrei Vlasov and the Russian Liberation Army, despite Vlasov’s evident skill against German forces during the Battle of Moscow. There is also little evidence to suggest that recruiting legionnaires with specific skills drove the recruitment of Western Europeans before 1941 or the conscription of Western and Eastern Europeans after 1943.

A third alternative explanation posits that the German government could have recruited foreigners to minimize citizen casualties. Evaluating this alternative is especially important in determining whether Germany classifies as a hard test for my theory. Details from the case, however, are inconsistent with viewing Germany’s legionnaire recruitment as motivated primarily by a desire to preserve as many Reichsdeutsche soldiers as possible. First, Hitler saw German troops’ participation in combat—and the ensuing casualties that would inevitably result—as an opportunity to cultivate a reputation for ruth-
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lessness and ferocity that he would leverage in ruling Europe after the war. As he asserted in January 1942 of wartime losses, “People must know that troops like the [Waffen] SS have to pay the butcher’s bill more heavily than anyone else.”

Hitler’s statement, his willingness to deploy German troops into intense combat, and his slowness to maximize the number of legionnaire recruits are the opposite of what one would expect if minimizing citizen casualties was a primary goal. His private remarks in July 1941 that “for an elite force, like our SS, it’s great luck to have suffered comparatively heavy losses” are similarly inconsistent with this alternative explanation.

The German government’s use and deployments of citizen troops in the Wehrmacht show that this tolerance for Reichsdeutsche casualties was not unique to the Waffen-SS. In late 1943, Hitler stated of German troops defending Crimea, “We’re obliged, if it’s even possible, to defend this second Stalingrad . . . we have to consider that the men [there] are [already] lost,” a position that contrasts with what one would expect if the preservation of German lives was a foremost concern. Likewise, if limiting Reichsdeutsche losses had been a primary driver, it is unlikely that German authorities would have passed on so many opportunities to recruit large numbers of legionnaires who could have done the fighting and the dying. To the contrary, the government did not fully loosen its restrictions on foreign enlistment until the final eighteen months of the war.

A fourth alternative explanation posits that a state could recruit foreigners when its population is “simply too small . . . to fill security force ranks.” But throughout World War II, the German government had more military-aged citizens whom it could have mobilized—including those in reserve service, in training, and in the factory. Potential citizen-recruits did exist; the government chose not to field them. Instead, it kept critical, skilled German workers on the production line well into the war. Authorities also eschewed proposals to maximize other options, such as conscripting women into the workforce—and thereby increasing its mobilized population—that could have freed men for military service. Germany also could have expanded the parameters of its recruitable citizenry, such as by widening the age groups eligible for mandatory service or permitting women to fight—options that the government eventually embraced, but only energetically after 1944.
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Ultimately, attempts to explain legionnaire recruitment by focusing on a constant, such as population size, cannot explain the significant variation across cases, including Nazi Germany. After expanding with annexations in the 1930s, throughout the war Germany’s citizen population did not significantly change beyond attrition from combat. Conversely, the government’s beliefs about its need for troops and its political appetite to mobilize its citizenry for those troops varied widely over the course of the war. A focus on population size alone, without identifying the variables that shape how a government views that population—and how it is best used—cannot account for significant policy changes. Rather, as I argue, the confluence of demands for combat troops and the presence of specific factors that created constraints on citizen enlistment led Germany to make a political choice about how to use its population and, in turn, to begin or expand the recruitment of legionnaires.

Conclusion

This article has presented a supply-and-demand framework to explain why states recruit legionnaires. It framed new legionnaire recruitment as a response both to external territorial threats that amplify a state’s need for combat troops and to domestic factors that raise the anticipated political risks that widened citizen recruiting could provoke. When states find themselves simultaneously threatened externally and constrained domestically, they are likely to enlist legionnaires as a tool to balance between these political and security pressures. In cases where the state’s very existence is in jeopardy, its demand for troops becomes inelastic, and governments recruit legionnaires as a part of a strategy to maximize the manpower they can field for national defense. An evaluation of these claims against a large-N dataset, a review of multiple World War II combatants, and a detailed case study that presented a hard test for my theory all lend support to my argument. Conversely, this evidence provides little support to alternative arguments that posit that states recruit foreigners to foster ties to a diaspora or former colony, to acquire specialized expertise, to shield citizens from casualty, or to compensate for a small citizen population.

The argument has four key implications for scholarship. First, it calls for a reevaluation of the accuracy of existing narratives on the evolution of modern militaries. Although the recruitment of citizen-soldiers has proliferated across the globe, the recruitment of legionnaires has endured. Indeed, legionnaires remain a persistent feature of many contemporary armies. Second, it suggests that scholarship should prioritize examining how states expand the military manpower that they control directly, and that its focus on states’ use of private
military and security companies may be, if not misguided, incomplete. Although contractors have flourished since the end of the Cold War, particularly in Afghanistan and Iraq, states still disproportionately use contractors in support functions rather than in combat roles. While the availability of contractors shapes how states prepare for and sustain their wars, legionnaires play a more central and more consequential role in how those governments actually fight the conflicts they enter. Third, legionnaire recruitment has implications for scholarship on net assessments. Rather than a fixed or an easily discernable quantity, a state’s pool of potential soldiers can be far larger than the number that its citizenry alone suggests. Scholars and policymakers thus face the daunting but vital task of determining how to adjust calculations of force-to-force ratios and total combat potential to account for legionnaire recruiting. Fourth, the recruitment of legionnaires complicates arguments that link regime type to variation in combat effectiveness, and particularly those that privilege culture or values to explain battlefield success. For example, some scholars have argued that democracies are successful in war partly because their troops are inculcated with democratic norms that favor individual initiative, or because their soldiers see their governments as legitimate. In cases where a substantial proportion of a state’s troops come from countries lacking democratic norms, scholarship must consider at what thresholds these claims no longer hold.

The use of legionnaires in wartime has significance for policymakers as well, given the tangible implications for how states implement, sustain, and select their security strategies. States that exert significant influence internationally, such as the United States and Russia, are among those that currently enlist legionnaires, and states that recruit them are using legionnaires to fight and shape the world’s ongoing conflicts. In September 2020, Turkey reportedly deployed Syrian legionnaire recruits to Azerbaijan amid Baku’s hostilities with


Armenia, and similar reports have shadowed Turkey’s involvement in Libya.\textsuperscript{155} In August 2020, the Indian government sent a pointed signal to Chinese leadership by publicizing the surge of India’s Tibetan-staffed legionnaire unit, the Special Frontier Force, to disputed areas along their border.\textsuperscript{156}

To a degree, policymakers recognize the advantages that legionnaire recruitment can provide, because governments are putting this policy into practice. The continuing use of these troops is cause for caution, however. Practitioners must be aware that opponents will enlist soldiers from abroad, with tangible consequences for that adversary’s ability to inflict surprise, conduct expeditionary operations, or intervene militarily. For states or their allies that already enlist legionnaires or that are considering doing so, decisionmakers must be watchful for indications that these policies could feed interventionist or casualty-tolerant agendas.

Legionnaires also can enable governments to mobilize battle-tested or highly skilled recruits into their armed forces, without needing to invest in long training pipelines or participating in conflicts abroad; the Tibetan Special Frontier Force, for example, helped swiftly buttress India’s mountain warfare capabilities. The ability of states to recruit legionnaires thus requires that policymakers adjust their military planning to incorporate broader and more creative ideas about what strategic surprise from an adversary could look like. Military planning should not only consider when and where an adversary could initiate hostilities, but also account for the possibility that unexpected numbers of soldiers, or unexpected types of fighting, could be a part of that war effort. Governments also should be attentive to where their adversaries are seeking to build new diplomatic inroads, inasmuch as states could seek to facilitate their legionnaire recruitment efforts by cultivating influence or providing incentives to peer states that are open to their citizens joining foreign militaries.

At its heart, the recruitment of legionnaires makes it possible for states to engineer rapid changes in the quality and/or quantity of a core component of national power—combat personnel. Such changes provide states far more po-


itical and practical flexibility in conducting military operations than does relying on citizens alone. Recruiting legionnaires thus can enable states to sustain operations beyond the capacity of their citizenries. Moreover, by providing states a rapid way to augment their combat strength, legionnaires can increase a government’s ability to achieve strategic surprise against an adversary.

This article has sought to reframe how scholarship understands the strategies that states employ to buttress their capacity for war. To the extent that military manpower has been traditionally discussed in autarkic terms—bound to a state’s territory and citizenry—legionnaire recruitment demonstrates how readily governments reach beyond their borders to secure the resources that enable them to pursue their national aims. Insofar as sufficient material capabilities are the sine qua non of a government’s ability to act on its interests and ambitions, understanding how states buttress key pillars of their military power is of vital consequence.